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Abstract

The Computer System for Identification and Statistical Analysis of Syllables in the Romanized Zhuang Script - CISS-Zhuang - was developed for use in a research project, now being undertaken at City Polytechnic of Hong Kong, that aims at studying the relationship between Zhuang and Chinese, in particular Cantonese, lexicons.

The Zhuang language is a minority language that is spoken in southwest China. In order to compare lexical items in Zhuang and Chinese, a dictionary of Zhuang has been input into a computer data base. The Zhuang items, in their romanized spellings, also serve as a key to collating smaller data bases of findings of research on the relationship between Zhuang and Chinese.

The CISS-Zhuang system was designed and implemented on a PC/AT compatible computer. Techniques used in Chinese automatic word segmentation (or identification) were borrowed because the task was of a similar nature. A small knowledge base has been built for disambiguation in the process of syllable identification and for detection of spelling mistakes.

I. Introduction

I.1 The Project

The Computer System for Identification and Statistical Analysis of Syllables in the Romanized Zhuang Script - CISS-Zhuang - was developed for use in a research project, now being undertaken at the City Polytechnic of Hong Kong, that aims at studying the relationship between Zhuang and Chinese, in particular
Cantonese, with an emphasis on the lexical aspects.

Zhuang is the language of a minority people of over 13 million in China.\(^1\) It is closely related to other minority languages spoken in China like Puyi and Dai, and outside China, Zhuang has close relatives like Thai, Laos and Shan in countries including Thailand, Laos, Burma, Vietnam and India. Zhuang and its close relatives are thus spoken in an extensive area comprising Southwestern China and a large part of the Indo-China Peninsula. In History, this non-Sinic language was believed to have been spoken in the whole of southern China from the China Sea coast in the east to the high mountain ranges in the west. As most of these parts of China are now inhabited by Chinese-speaking people, it is not unreasonable that the Zhuang group of languages once spoken by the original inhabitants should have left their marks in the form of sub-stratum elements.

The Cantonese dialect of Chinese, spoken in the provinces of Guangdong and Guangxi, which are within the geographical area inhabited by ancient speakers of languages of the Zhuang group, is thus a language laden with sub-stratum Zhuang elements.\(^2\) The authors have begun a study of the Zhuang lexicon with a view to compare lexical items in Zhuang and Cantonese Chinese. A dictionary of the "standard" Zhuang language has been input into a computer data base. Now, cognates in the two languages as well as loanwords in both directions as identified in previous linguistic studies are ready to be input into the database so that findings of different linguists can be compared and collated. As an initial effort, the authors have converted relevant findings in four papers into data bases that are ready to be collated with the dictionary data base. Some preliminary observations of the authors have also been input into a database.\(^3\)

I.2 The Role of Syllable Indentification

The 22,985 entries of a bilingual dictionary of Zhuang (meanings given in Chinese) published in the Zhuang autonomous region (province) of Guangxi (1984) were input into a computer data base with the the form of the individual words (dictionary entries) as keys. These words are in spelt in the standard writing system designed by the Chinese authorities for writing the Zhuang language. This romanized script will be described in a later section. Here, it suffices to say that it is an artificially designed system, complete
with well-defined spelling and tone (Zhuang is a tonal language) representation conventions as well as rules governing syllable structure and demarcation. Using these rules, CISS has been developed to segment poly-syllabic words in the data base into their constitutuent syllables. Application of this system yields statistical information about the Zhuang lexicon like the following:  

Number of monosyllabic words: 8470  
Number of bisyllabic words: 12556  
Number of trisyllabic words: 1871  
Number of four-syllable words: 80  
Number of five-syllable words: 3  
No. of tone-one monosyllabic words: 1096  
No. of tone-two monosyllabic words: 1132  
No. of tone-three monosyllabic words: 995  
No. of tone-four monosyllabic words: 646  
No. of tone-five monosyllabic words: 1196  
No. of tone-six monosyllabic words: 1028  
No. of tone-seven monosyllabic words: 1163  
No. of tone-eight monosyllabic words: 1004  

Using CISS-Zhuang, the authors are able to access the individual syllables of a word. This capability is useful for data manipulation and collation involving poly-syllabic words.

II. Spelling System of Zhuang Language

II.1 The Alphabet

The writing system of the Zhuang language uses the letters of the Roman alphabet. But, as Zhuang is a tonal language with eight different lexical tones, some letters, all but one of them used solely for this purpose, are placed at the end of the syllables to indicate the tones they carry. Twenty-six letters (cf. the English alphabet) are used. The vowel letters are "a", "e", "i", "o", "u" and "w"(!). The tone letters are "j", "q", "x", "z" and "h". "h" is also used as a consonant letter. All other letters are consonant letters.  

The syllable structure of Zhuang can be described adequately following the time-honoured Chinese tradition of analysing syllables in Sino-Tibetan languages into initials and rhymes.
INITIALS

b mb m f v
[p] [b] [m] [f] [v]
d nd n s l
[t] [d] [n] [s] [l]
g g,v ng h r
[k] [kv] [ŋ] [h] [ɣ]

c y ny ngv by gy my
[ɔ] [j] [nj] [ŋv] [pj] [kj] [mj]

RHYMES

a e i o u w
[a:] [e:] [i:] [o:] [u:] [uː:]
ai ae ei oi ui wi
[a:i][ai] [ei] [o:i] [u:i] [uː:i]
au aeu eu iu ou aw
[a:u][au] [e:u][i:u] [ou] [aʊ]
am aem em iem im om oem uem um
[a:m][am] [e:m][i:m][im] [o:m][om] [u:m][um]
an aen en ien in on oen uen un wen wn
[a:n][an] [e:n][i:n][in] [o:n][on] [u:n][un] [uː:n][uːn]
ang aeng eng ieng ing ong oeng ueng ung wng
[a:ŋ][aŋ] [e:ŋ][i:ŋ][iŋ] [o:ŋ] [oŋ][u:ŋ][uŋ]
ap aep ep iep ip op oep uep up
[a:p][ap] [e:p][i:p][ip] [o:p][op] [u:p][up]
at aet et iet it ot oet uet ut wt wt
[a:t][at] [e:t][i:t][it] [o:t][ot] [u:t][ut] [uː:t][uːt]
ak aek ek iek ik ok oek uek uk wk
[a:k][ak] [e:k][i:k][ik] [o:k][ok] [u:k][uk]

Note: Very "broad" transcriptions are used. Short "a", "i", "o" and "w" are considerably more central than the corresponding long vowels.
TONES

1. The letters "z", "j", "x", "q" and "h" are used to represent tones. They are written at the end of syllables:
   - z - tone 2 (31), a low falling contour;
   - j - tone 3 (55), a high level contour;
   - x - tone 4 (42), a high falling contour;
   - q - tone 5 (35), a high rising contour;
   - h - tone 6 (33), a mid level contour;

2. Tone 1 (24), with a low rising contour, is not marked.

3. Tone 7 (55 for a short nucleus and 35 for a long nucleus) and tone 8 (33), corresponding to upper and lower entering tones in Chinese, are represented by the letters "p", "t" and "k", and "b", "d" and "g" respectively.

II.2 Combination Constraints

Implicit in the account given above of the Zhuang alphabet are certain constraints for legal combination of letters in Zhuang syllables. First, certain sounds are represented by more than one letters. The voiced initial plosives, for example, are represented by "mb" and "nd"; "ie", "oe", "ae" (in certain contexts), "ue" and "we" are simple vowels; and "ng" also represents one sound. Second, under the heading 'RHYMES' are all the rhymes allowed. This tells us what combinations of vowels are possible in diphthongs, as well as what vowel combinations are go with what consonant codas. Third, the initials include onset-glide combinations like "gv". This also reflects phonotactic constraints.

Phonotactic constraints, which have not been given above, governing what initials, can legally be followed by what rhymes have not been considered. As CISS-Zhuang is used only for identifying legitimate syllables, this poses no serious problems, because, assuming that words are spelled correctly, letter combinations violating these constraints will not occur. However, in the case of such illegal combinations being presented to the system as a result, say, of spelling errors, the system will not be able to identify them as such. Another problem with this deficiency is that it will be impossible to use the system as a syllable generator. If it were so used, over-generation will result. When reliable information about these missing phonotactic constraints are available, the authors will consider
adding them to the system.

II.3 Demarcation Rules

Syllables in many words can be identified as there is only one solution that yields legal syllables as given in II.1. For example, coit (first day of the month) can only be co-it because oit is not a legal rhyme. Besides, syllable demarcation in the Zhuyang spelling system is governed by the following rules:

(1) If a consonant letter is both preceded and followed by vowel letters, then it goes with the following vowel letter by default. If the consonant letter is separated from the following vowel letter by the demarcation symbol "" (the apostrophe), then it goes with the preceding vowel letter. For example, byagag (a kind of fish) is bya-gag and sim'in (a kind of feeling) is sim-in.

(2) If consonant letters occur one after another, and if they are preceded and followed by vowel letters, then, by default, the first consonant letter goes with the preceding vowel letter, and the second consonant letter goes with the following vowel letter. For example, banhaet (in the morning) is ban-haet. For both consonant letters to go with either the preceding vowel letter or the following one, the demarcation symbol "'" has to be used. For example, seng'eig (business) and bi'gvag (last year).

(3) The tone-marking letters "z", "j", "x" and "q" and the plosive coda letters "p", "t", "k", "b", "d", "g" serve to mark syllable boundaries. For example, biengz-beih (dragonfly) is biengz-beih and bakmbeau (talkative) is bak-mbaeu.

(4) When two or more vowel letters occur in succession, and if there is more than one way to put the syllable boundary, then the demarcation sign "'" will be used. For example, go'ien (tobacco). Similarly, "'" is also used to mark the syllable boundary in the case of 'ambiguous' sequences of three or more consonant letters. For example, cin'gya (relative by marriage).

III. Implementation of CISS-Zhuang system

The CISS-Zhuang system was implemented using the dBASE III PLUS programming language on a PC/AT compatible computer. Procedural programming techniques were used to implement a system following the augmented
transit network (ATN) approach. The system will generally yield 'unambiguous' results in the sense that definite syllable boundaries are correctly identified. There are occasions where the network system will turn out ambiguous results. In such cases, disambiguation is carried by firing rules derived from the syllable demarcation rules given in II.3. The system also has the ability to identify some spelling errors as such, although this ability is not comprehensive in that it is possible for the system to accept certain illegal syllables (cf. II.2)

IV. Formalization of the Zhuang Spelling System

The approach adopted in the implementation of CISS-Zhuang is procedural, as an ATN necessarily is. However, the authors appreciate the advantages of a declarative approach. One of these advantages is that rules used in a declarative system are maintained as an separate and independent module of the system. The ensuing discussion is thus in terms of 'grammars', though CISS-Zhuang has actually not be implemented as such.

IV.1 Context-Free Re-write Rules

We can conceive of a Context Free Grammar (CFG) as a formal representation for the Zhuang spelling system as described in II.1. In this grammar, a word is defined to be a linear concatenation of a number of syllables, normally not more then 6 in number, and a syllable may have four components, namely the Onset, Vowel, Coda and Tone, represented by O, V, C and T respectively. There may be a delimiter "'" between two syllables, if the boundary cannot be determined without a such a mark. The initial symbol is W, standing for a word. Brackets are used to indicate optional elements in a rule, and numbers indicate positions within O, V or C. Lowercases and a single quotation mark in braces are all terminal symbols (Upper case letters are not discussed here, though they are properly dealt with in CISS-Zhuang). The whole grammar is constructed as follows.

\[
\begin{align*}
W & \rightarrow S (D) (W) \\
D & \rightarrow '}
S & \rightarrow (O) V (C) (T) \\
o & \rightarrow O1 (O2) (O3) \\
O1 & \rightarrow \{b,c,d,f,g,h,k,l,m,n,p,r,s,t,v,y\} \\
O2 & \rightarrow \{b,d,v,g,y\} \\
O3 & \rightarrow \{v\}
\end{align*}
\]
V -> V1 (V2) (V3)
V1 -> {a,e,i,o,u,w}
V2 -> {i,u,w,e}
V3 -> {u}
C -> C1 (C2)
C1 -> {m,n,p,t,k,b,d,g}
C2 -> {g}
T -> {z,j,x,q,h}

The grammar covers all syllables in Zhuang language. But it also recognizes many concatenations of letters not considered in Zhuang as legal syllables. For example, "vvv" is regarded as a permissible onset as O1, O2 and O3 can each be a "v", though it is in fact not allowed in the language. Though our grammar is not intended to have the capability to reject all illegal spellings (cf. II.2), a sequence as blatantly illegal as "vvv" must be rejected.

IV.2 Constraints

In order to prevent the grammar from being too ready to accept illegal combinations, we can improve it by introducing constraints. These constraints, indicated by a "|", act upon the invocation of rules at consonant and vowel level. A constraint rule defines a legitimate context for a letter to show up. The constraints that need to be added to the grammar are as follows.

O2 -> {b|O1=m, d|O1=n, v|O1=g, g|O1=n, y|O1e{n,b,g,m}}
O3 -> {v|O2=g}
V2 -> {i|V1<>i, u|V1e{a,e,i,o}, w|V1=a, e|V1<>E}
V3 -> {u|[V1=a & V2=e]}
C -> C1 (C2) [V3=Ø & V2e{e,Ø}]
C1 -> {m,p,b [V3=Ø & V2e{e,Ø} &V1<>w]}
C1 -> {n,t,d [V3=Ø & V2e{e,Ø}]}
C1 -> {k,g|[V3=Ø & not[V1=w & V2=e]]}
C2 -> {g|[C1=n & not[V1=w & V2=e]]}
T -> {[z,j,x,q,h]|C1e{m,n,Ø}}

In the above formulation, we have added the terminal symbol "Ø" to the rewrite rules given in IV.1. A constraint may contain more than one constraint equations, in which case they are put in square brackets. If any equation fails, the whole constraint will not be satisfied. A constraint of this kind is, in principle, much like a test in ATN to be checked in the process of traversing an input string. So, this constraint-based grammar is equivalent, in terms of its power, to an ATN.
IV.3 Problems with the Constraint-Based Grammar

The grammar described above should be able to recognize all legitimate syllables in Zhuang. It also has the ability to reject most illegal forms. We have already seen in II.2 that illegal syllables violating phonotactic constraints governing the co-urrence of initials and rhymes will be considered legal in the system. Besides this, the grammar described above also fail to realize that "oe", "ue", "ie" and "we" only occur in closed syllables. That is, they must be fol-
lowed by consonant letters in the syllable. CISS-
Zhuang, as implemented by the authors, takes care of
this by looking ahead to confirm the availability of an
allowed coda letter. This will also lead us to the next
section.

V. Look-Ahead Parsing in the Implementation of CCIS-
Zhuang

V.1 Process of Recognition

The complete process of recognizing one syllable
in CISS-Zhuang is divided into three steps, correspond-
ing to the three stages of a syllable, namely:

(1) Recognition of the Head, consisting of not
more than three onset consonant letters;
(2) Recognition of the Middle, consisting of not
more than three vowel letters;
(3) Recognition of the Tail, consisting of coda
consonant letters and tone mark letters.

Using the rules corresponding to the constraint-
based grammar described in IV.1 and IV.2 (implemented
in a procedural manner), the first two stages yield
unambiguous results. A string is either legal or ille-
gal depending on whether or not it can be parsed. The
maximum match principle used in identification (or
segmentation) of words in Chinese texts II is used in
conjunction with the parsing rules. The maximum match
principle resolves all ambiguities encountered in these
two steps. For example, the string "aeu" be one
vowel:"aeu", two vowels: "ae|u" or "a|eu", or into
three: "a|e|u", but under the maximum match principle
it will be taken as one vowel. The principle proves to
conform to norms of the spelling scheme.

V.2 Ambiguities: Indeterminate Syllable Boundaries
In contrast to the first two stages, the third stage presents difficulties. Indeed, all ambiguities arise in this stage and they are all concerned with the boundary between two syllables. In determining a syllable boundary, the grammar (more correctly the rules) relies heavily on the use of the demarcation sign "'". Whenever this sign is there to tell the syllable boundary, the matter is decided. But, for example, the indeterminate syllable boundary in byagag mentioned in II.3 will have to be resolved in the absence of "'". Additional rules on determination of boundaries need to be formulated in such circumstances.

V.3 Rules in Addition to Constraints

In order to resolve ambiguities concerning syllable boundaries, we build up a small knowledge base containing rules to supplement the "grammar" in CISS-Zhuang. We adopt a wait-and-see strategy and invoke look-ahead rules to carry out disambiguation concerning the Tail part of a syllable. These rules derived from the demarcation rules given in II.3, apply when "'" is not available to resolve the ambiguity:

1. If \(W(\ldots \alpha \nu \ldots), S(\ldots \nu), S(\ldots \alpha \nu), S(\alpha \nu \ldots), \) and \(\text{not}(\alpha \epsilon \nu), \) then choose \(W(S(\ldots \nu)|S(\alpha \nu \ldots));\)

2. If \(W(\ldots \alpha \beta \nu \ldots), S(\ldots \alpha \nu), S(\beta \nu \ldots), \) and \(\text{not}(\alpha \epsilon \nu \text{ or } \beta \epsilon \nu), \) then choose \(W(S(\ldots \nu)|S(\beta \nu \ldots)).\)

All remaining ambiguities will be declared errors by the system.

In the implementation of CISS-Zhuang, these rules, which are integrated with "grammar rules" and will be called in the look-ahead operation, constitute a small knowledge base. The rules necessary for the operations mentioned in IV.3 are also of a look-ahead nature.

VI. Conclusion

Making use of concepts and techniques used in natural language processing, the authors have thus developed a system that can identify individual syllables in words in the Zhuang language spelled in the standard romanized writing system. With this tool in their hands, they can now computerize research findings on the Zhuang lexicon and then collate them with each other with the confidence that they can access the individual syllables. As nearly all Zhuang syllables are themselves morphemes, this also means that the
system is a useful tool to access the individual Zhuang morphemes. The system has been implemented using a procedural approach. And, it should possible to develop a more flexible system using a declarative grammar approach.
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Notes
2. See, for example, Yuan (1960:ch. 9).
5. The ensuing account of the Zhuang writing system, derived from Sawloih Cueng Guns (1984), is reproduced, with adaptations, from Lai and Cheung (1990).
6. Couplets like 31 for tone 1 follows a five-point scale to indicate pitch and tone contour, with 5 being the highest pitch and 1 being the lowest. 31 means a contour from mid to low, hence low falling.
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